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A Moment from Vidyanotsav
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Handwriting Improvement
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Bornhan celebration at
Sevankur School.
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The experiment of innovative education 'Vidyoday Muktangan Parivar' started by some like-minded friends on
January 12, 2016, is completing 6 years. Like every year, we are exploring and carving out the answers to the
questions along with learning and unlearning slowly. He is very happy that he is completing 6 years. Like 2020,
the year 2021 has been a roller coaster year for everyone due to the Corona epidemic, but like they always say,
‘where there is crisis, there opportunities are waiting for us’, we have found the following opportunities.

During Covid crisis, children were unable to reach school but teachers had to attend school. They used to send
some online homework to the children till noon, some used to teach a group for one and half hours. We used
the rest of the hours by engaging these teachers in a fruitful talk about science experiments, science education
dialogue explaining concepts using toys at Kumar Vidya Mandir, Shiradwad. Science is not a subject to be
taught, but a subject of ‘doing by learning’. All the sessions were very interesting and helped to exchange
thoughts. The participating teachers liked all the sessions. And we are all satisfied that we can contribute by
working hand in hand with the government system.
 
In order to ensure that children in rural areas are not deprived of education during the Corona period, we
started 5 centers of ‘Fun Lane School’ that complemented the ‘Shiku Anande’ initiative, Pune. When the schools
were closed, we conducted these classes for one and a half hours in the morning and evening. The classes are
now open only for one and a half hours in the evening after school finishes. 92 children from 1st to 7th
standard are benefiting from this initiative.

During the last 2 years while fighting with Corona, the work of the Dnyandeep project with 8 Zilla Parishad
schools in rural areas came to a halt due to lack of financial support. The children of these 8 schools were
getting lessons for active science, mathematics and life skills development under this project. But with the little
financial backup, we have resumed work with 2 schools with a warrior spirit and we are proud of the same.

This initiative started with 200 children from Zilla Parishad schools and government approved schools and
started online as the school was closed. From November 2020, 3 of these centers are conducting 4 hours
sessions for 7th, 8th Science, Mathematics subjects along with a School Competitive Examination (NNMS) at
the village level. We are happy to share with readers that, A total of 9 students from all the three centers got a
scholarship of Rs. 48000/-.

In order to bridge the education gap of the children of sugarcane workers, an initiative which has been going on
for the last 5 years has been started in 2 villages this year. A total of 60 children migrating to Shiradwad and
Abdul Lat villages are benefiting from this. This year we have support of 30 donor members with monthly
donations of Rs.1000 and annual donations. It was possible to pay the teachers with the help of individual
donations of such big-hearted personalities. 

We believe in all of your support and companionship at each step. That is why the strong will to do this noble
work is always strong. The year 2021 has gone through many ups and downs. Your blessings are valuable for
us.
 

Your faithful,
Sarsha Vinayak,

Vidyoday Muktangan Parivar Foundation.
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When it comes to weddings and wedding ceremonies, many people celebrate weddings in a
hatke way, but the one that happened in Sunil Swami Sir’s home from Ichalkaranji is quite
interesting, Sunil, who’s a teacher by profession, has a son who resides in America (US). He
recently got married online. 

Everything went well, but Sir had this thought that if we are celebrating marriage in such a
way, we can respect the social workers and celebrate the occasion by helping them
financially. With this noble thought in mind, Sunil Sir honored us on the occasion of his son's
wedding and also contributed financially to the organization’s work. We are truly grateful of
his thought and help and wish healthy life ahead.
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AWARDS AND RECOGNITIONS

SUNIL SWAMI SIR  CONTRIBUTED TO VMPF

November 26 is celebrated as Constitution Day. The
Vidyoday Muktangan family shared their four wheeler
for the Constitution Dialogue Yatra this year. We had
also taken the responsibility of the Constitution
Dialogue Yatra in Shirol taluka. And as a result of this,
Rashtraseva Dal and Andhashraddha Nirmulan Samiti
honored both of us at Mangaon as ‘Constitutional
Dialogue honor’.

CONSTITUTION DIALOGUE HONOR
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In an exclusive interview, TV Live 24 Hours
interviewed and honored us both as
‘Valentine's Day Social Couple’.
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AWARDS AND RECOGNITIONS

TV LIVE 24 HOUR'S SPECIAL HONOR

  On the occasion of Women's Day, Sarsha Mali was
felicitated on the occasion of Women's Day by well
known speaker Mr. Vasant Hankare (Sangli) in the
presence of Sarpanch and Gram Panchayat members
by Gram Panchayat Abdullat.

DIGNIFIED WOMEN HONOR TO MRS. SARASHA MALI
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 The honor is given every year by Rotary Club
Kolhapur. The annual award given to us by this
name is ‘Wings of Services’, a prestigious award
given by Rotary Club Kolhapur for sports
literature and social sector.

This honor has been conferred by Sunil Sawant
and his other office colleagues (Hira Foundation)
in recognition of the work being done by Vinayak
and Sarsha through their Sugar Sevankur Sugar
School initiative on the occasion of 26th January
Republic Day.

WINGS OF FIRE AWARD

HONOR BY HIRA FOUNDATION



Two years have passed since the project started and now we
are working in the third year of the project. Students from
batch one of Dnyandeep recently passed 10th std. exam
successfully. One day, we thought of arranging a trip for our
dear alumni and a trip to the twenty-one alumni who
attended Dnyandeep project at Ramling at the beginning of
the educational year. Everyone had an informal exchange of
thoughts in such a beautiful natural environment. There was
also discussion about how they got connected with Vidyoday
and how they can stay connected in future. A never ending
bond with alumni is established on this occasion.
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LITTLE KALAM SCIENCE PROJECT

BONDING WITH LITTLE KALAM SCIENCE PROJECT ALUMNI

During these project activities, according to Covid
waves, schools were shutting down, reopening and
again closing according to government rules. So, we
started working with children of the Dnyandeep
project and started ‘Fun Lane School’. We had started
three centers in Kalleshwara temple. Shiradwad is one
of the four places where these fun schools welcome
students for this new year.

FUN LANE SCHOOL : A NEW BEGINNING 
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We should challenge our capacities and achieve something magnificent, and for this experiential
education plays an important role in it. With this intention only, Vidyoday Muktangan Parivar
organized a fifty kilometers cycle trek for the children to a place called Khidrapur. The children
were exposed to a variety of experiences. There was a visit to an old age home, to a factory and
finally the historical temple in Khidrapur. It was a very new and exciting experience for all of us.

CYCLE TRIP TO KHIDRAPUR



Vidyoday Parivar always believes in the tradition of
Guru and Shishya. Also, learning from each other is
very important. Students of our Dnyandeep project,
organized a program of Guru Purnima as a small
tribute to Tai-Dada, to appreciate our work. It was a
great pleasure to see this program. The kids arranging
a little program for us was a very special moment for
us.
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GURU POURNIMA - AN OCCASION TO OFFER TRIBUTE 

 Students of our village should be aware of the
saint tradition is what we belive in. In order to
make such awareness, we celebrated 'Ashadhi
Ekadashi' this year. On this occassion, Warkari
Bhaskar Mule, a scholar of Saint literature from
the village, shared some knowledge pieces with
our children.

ASHADHI WARI OF STUDENTS
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All the students ofDnyandeep project come from
financially challenging backgrounds. N.M.M.S. aka
National Means cum Merit Scholarship was awarded to
twelve students from three centers for their scholarships.
Among them, four students were from Abdul Lat Kendra,
three students from Shiradwand Kendra and four
students from Shivanakwadi Kendra who received the
scholarship. 

THE 'NMMS' SUCCESS

A total of Rs 48,000 scholarships will be received by the students in their 8th, 9th, 10th, 11th and
12th. With Four thousand per month, a total of Rs. 48,000 will be rewarded to all of them. And this
is really a matter of pride for all of us.

LITTLE KALAM SCIENCE PROJECT



The Vidyoday Muktangan family continues to use the opportunity it receives to impart values in
students’ behavior. This is an honest attempt to increase the knowledge of children by providing
them learning opportunities. The Rakhi initiative also taught the children how to make best use of
surrounding natural resources at a low cost. We organized this Rakhi selling initiative this year also.
Out of this, the students of the school sold rakhis worth three thousand rupees near Kalleshwar
temple (Abdullat). And most importantly, the children kept the incredible work of ASHA community
workers during covid times and tied rakhis to them and expressed a gratitude towards their sense of
duty of protecting us during hard times.
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RAKHI SELLING - IMPARTING SELF SUFFICIENCY SKILLS
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We believe that the village is the place to experiential
learning. We have never limited our experiment school
to laboratories, but considered the village as one
experimental arena. We always visit the small
industries located in different parts of the village and
along with students to learn more about the same.

This year, the Vidyoday Muktangan family visited two
important small industrial sites. One among them was
IQ Mill and Paper Mill at Malkarsiddha ( Shivnakwadi).
The second visit was to Ratnappa Kumbhar Kaka, the
father of Samadhan Chuli (Smokefire) of Abdul Lat
village. The third visit that the children can’t forget
was ‘visit to the cemetery’. The insights, questions and
new knowledge of students is making their personality
rich with experience.

VILLAGE IS AN EXPERENTIAL LEARNING PLACE

Vidyoday Muktangan family always strives to give practical education along with experience
education. One day, students asked me, ‘Dada, shall we create something? Shall we try to build a
wall in empty space?’ After nodding, they all collected some material for the wall and began to build
the wall. It was an attempt though, but the willpower to create something is a magical change we
could witness.

WILLPOWER AND EFFORTS

LITTLE KALAM SCIENCE PROJECT



Last year, our organization was given a space by the Gram
Panchayat Abdullat to build a sugar school. With the
participation of the people, a beautiful small knowledge center
was carved out of that space. We planted various tree seeds
and plants in the area this year around the Sugar School to
blossom the trees and vines with flowers and fragrance in
future and we are taking care of all these trees like a child. The
kids will definitely be happy to come to school.
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SEVANKUR PROJECT

KNOWLEDGE CENTER BLOSSOMED WITH TREES
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Diwali events are celebrated in a different
way. But we thought of celebrating ‘Diwali for
the underprivileged’. Every year, the
sugarcane workers who come from
Marathwada for sugarcane cutting work are
not able to celebrate Diwali. They are always
busy with their work day and night. So the
Vidyoday Muktangan family has been
celebrating ‘Diwali for the Disadvantaged’ for
the last two years. This time we gave Diwali
Faral, Fragrant Soap and other materials in a
beautiful wrapper for a total of 60 families. A
message of creating light in the form of smiles
in dark homes of sugar cane workers was
given on this occasion.

DIWALI FOR DEPRIVED FAMILES

There was retreating rain that burst in the area
this year. In fact, nature seems very angry. Such
winter rain in November caused rainwater to
enter the temporary homes of these sugarcane
workers which are built on ground. When the
plight of the children was at an all-time high, the
students were given food rations with the help
of social organizations and donors. In the food
camp, all the families were given shelter for
three days along with three meals. This gave
them a sympathetic and trustworthy feeling
about our presence and intentions.

HELP IN RAIN BURST TROUBLE 



Christmas was celebrated this year for our dear
sevankur students. Christmas is celebrated with
the purpose of giving gifts on the occasion of
Christmas and to bring happiness in their lives.
The children of Sevankur Sugar School were
given food by some of our donors and well
wishers, songs were sung to celebrate this
occasion.

Health check-up is done every year by Vidyoday Parivar for
sugar cane worker parents and their children. This year Dr.
Anuja Kulkarni of Ganesh Hospital (Abdullat) conducted a
health camp for these students from Sevakur Seva Center and
for their parents. She gave them all kinds of medicine to cure
them at home. She also promised to give treatment to the
children who have severe problems in the hospital. Everyone
benefited from this health camp.
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SEVANKUR PROJECT

HEALTH CAMP AT SEVANKUR STUDY CENTRE
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Swami Vivekananda used to say, “If children
cannot come to school, the school should go
to the children!”, and in the last year, Vinayak
and Sarsha both came up with the idea of   a
mobile school to make this idea a reality. This
mobile school is currently working with the
children of Zilla Parishad school through this
Dnyandeep project. Apart from that, the
mobile school is now working in the morning
and evening at slums, two places where
children can’t come to school.

MOBILE SCHOOL FOR ALL

CHRISTMAS JOY AT SEVANKUR

In order to celebrate Savitribai Phule's birth anniversary in a
tributary form, we thought of building a toilet for school girls. Our
school building had no separate toilet for girls yet. 

We decided to build one before January 3. Many charities from the
community. We finally built a toilet and greeted Savitribai's
birthday with our noble actions.

HATKE TRIBUTE TO SAVITRIBAI



Rotary Club Inner Wheel Club Sugar schools are always
connected in a very unique way. Every year, the Innerwheel
Club and Rotary Club contribute to the Sevankur project. This
year, all contributors of the Rotary Club distributed
educational materials, uniforms and educational materials for
the sugar school and wished our children a Happy New Year.
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ROTARY GREETED CHILDREN WITH NEW YEAR GIFTS
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Sugar cane worker women literally have no
time to celebrate the Haldi kunku program.  We
get an opportunity to interact with parents
during these festivals. The Haldi-Kunku
program was organized to make them aware
about the importance of education. In presence
of Mrs. Ashwini Kamble, the Haldi-Kunku
program was concluded in a very nice manner.
All happily exchanged turmeric-Kumkum and
had a nice conversation while imparting the
importance of education.

HALDI-KUNKU PROGRAM AT SEVANKUR

Harshda Marathe, a member of Inner Wheel
club, wished to organize a Bornhane event for
our children and she organized a wonderful
event. This time a very beautiful event took
place where the children wore sesame
ornaments and the happiness on their faces was
remarkable.

BORNHANE EVENT

As a tradition of every year, the sugar school was taken out
at the religious place called Bahubali. This place is
ornamented with beautiful artifacts that can be seen on the
beautiful ship temple. Seeing all this, the children were very
happy. 

Children from these hamlets have little moments to celebrate
from their life. This trip was refreshment from their routine
day-to-day activities.

A DAY OF OUTDOOR TRIP



Every year, Vidyoday Muktangan Parivar celebrates the
anniversaries of social reformers. This year ‘Shiva Jayanti’ was
celebrated with great enthusiasm. Shivaji Maharaj has a very
special place in the heart of our students. This sentiment that
‘he belonged to all of us’ in them. His thoughts about nature,
about his welfare state concept was conveyed to them in order
to create a glory of Shivaji Maharaj in front of them.
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Women's Day was celebrated this year with an interesting activity. At this time, Vinayak Kaka of
Andhashraddha Nirmulan Samiti was invited at night. Vinayak Kaka Chavan presented this beautiful
program on diminishing superstitious thoughts on the occasion of Women's Day. In the program, he
tried to clear the minds of many women and men with biases they had about the opposite gender. In
the same way, his friend Saurabh Chavan also presented this beautiful song and had a good
conversation with the Shiradwad center audience.

A SPECIAL WOMEN'S DAY

Actually, Gadre Kaka is the godfather of Sevankur Sugar School. He did run this type of sugar
school in Hatkanangle and Shirol talukas for the last 25 years. So when we asked his advice
on how to run it in a better way, he gave us his valuable guidance on how to get better at
running such schools. His surprise visit to see the progress of sugar school was a pleasant
surprise to all of us.

SUPRISE SUGAR SCHOOL VISIT OF GADREKAKA

Sneh Sammelan is an attempt to give children a
chance to showcase their talents. For this, a
small get-together was organized, during which
students of Fun Lane School and Sugar School
performed various plays and performances. The
event was held at Ganesh Hall.

SNEH SAMMELAN OF TWO SCHOOL CENTERS



Vidyoday Muktangan Parivar has been working
with children from school for the last three
years. While working with Abdul Lat and
Shiradwad village schools, one of the important
requirements we felt is to make the teachers
understand the project-based teaching
technique of science subjects that we are doing
with the teachers of this school. The teachers
should teach using the method was the real
intention. 

With this purpose, it was decided to arrange a
science education dialogue program (Shiksha
Samvad) with the teachers of village Shiradwad
and Abdullat in which seven teachers and
headmaster of Kumar Vidya Mandir, Shiradwad
participated. A total of 18 sessions of teachers
were conducted on this topic. It consisted
mainly of four to five sessions of each
component, mainly around topics like gravity,
air pressure, force, magnetism, light and sound.
It benefited the teachers a lot. Apart from this,
the same science education dialogue was held
with six teachers and the headmaster of Kanya
Vidyamandir Abdullat. The session was in such
a way that the teachers enjoyed it very much.
They can now take a variety of activities that
stimulate their children's intellect in a fun way.
This technique was introduced through this
Shiksha Samvad.
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A NEW DAWN OF SCIENCE LEARNING : SHIKSHA SAVAD
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For the last three years, Vidyoday Muktangan
Parivar has been celebrating Science Day with
great enthusiasm as a science festival in the
month of February. The science festival has
also a motive to create new bonds with
schools outside of the project and create a
greater network and get a chance to work in
those schools. 

The first session of the two-day science
festival was held at the ‘Personality
Development Camp’ organized by the
Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh at Ichalkaranji.
A total of 40 students took active
participation in this camp. Vinayak Gadre
Kaka, Sagar Kavade, Rajendra Chowgule and
Vinayak Mali conducted the camp activities
with enthusiasm.
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'VIDYANOTSAV' (FESTIVAL OF SCIENCE)

SCIENCE FESTIVAL 2022 : SCIENCE IS FUN WITH LEARNING
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Connected through Shivam Pratishthan
Gharewadi, our mentor Dhananjay Pawar Sir
teaches English at Undale High School, Undale.
He always shows so much affection towards the
work of Vidyoday Muktanand family and its
project work. He desired to have a program of
Kalam Vidyanyatri Mobile Van in his school. A
beautiful two day workshop was held at Undale
High School Undale School in Undali village near
Karad.
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UNDALE HIGH SCHOOL SHIBIR
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Surekha Kumbhar, a very enthusiastic
and ingenious teacher, invited us to
Dr. Kalam Vidnyanyatri Mobile School
and requested us to organize a one
day camp for the primary school
students in their village. A beautiful
one day camp of ‘ Let’s Learn Science
with Fun’ was held with one and a half
hundred girls.

ONE DAY SHIBIR AT UDGAON HIGSCHOOL

While studying science, we required some models of
Science Technology Engineering Mathematics (STEM).
To get this model, we contacted Mauli Pvt. Ltd. in
Mumbai. They agreed to buy 60 such models for the
5th-9th students. We are happy to share with you that,
with the help of generous well wishers and donors like
you, we were gifted with this beautiful STEM Lab.

STEM LAB GIFT FOR LITTLE SCIENTISTS



Science training program was conducted by Eklavya
for the VMPF team. Eklavya is an organization
working in science teaching in Hoshangabad district
(MP). The guidance of this organization will show us
the way to work in future. For this purpose, three days
of science training camp was conducted each in the
months of January and October. This gave direction to
our project Shiksha Samvad. Eklavya team activists
Ram Saroj and Sanket Magdum visited the centers of
Abdul Lat and Shiradwad and interacted with teachers,
students and team Vidyoday.
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EKLAVYA'S MENTORSHIP
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While returning from Hoshangabad, we decided to visit Jalgaon, a
place rich in education and cultural legacy. At this time discussions
were held with Collector of Jalgaon District Mr.Abhijit Raut Sir
about the work we are doing. Apart from this, we met Vardhishnu
runner, (an organization working with garbage pickers) Advik and
Pranali. Deepstambh Foundation was also an attraction for us. We
met Mr. Yajurvendra Mahajan Sir and could witness the work of
Divyang through this project. Finally, at Kutuhal Foundation,
Mahesh Borade Sir showed us his Sunday Science School and
Kutuhal Lab on Science and Mathematics. This tour was very
enlightening and will be a direction for us and our work.

A FRUITFUL VISIT TO JALGAON TOWN AND PERSONALITIES

Gurujan Hriday Sammelan was conducted with great
enthusiasm. About 400 teachers from Karad, Satara,
Sangli and Kolhapur districts were benefited by this
meeting. Many education experts talked about teaching
and learning methods and the changes that are taking
place in the education field. I was able to work as a
coordinator in this meeting and broaden my horizons.

GURUJAN HRIDAY SAMMELAN

The H.M. of Dattawad High School gave us an opportunity to conduct a
10 day handwriting improvement camp. Sarika Nije took initiatvie for the
same. In this camp, a total of 60 students participated with great
enthusiasm. Teachers, parents and students are very happy to see the
impr in the handwriting of the children.

HANDWRITING IMPROVEMENT CAMP



Srijan Anand School (Kolhapur). An institution created
by the genius vision of Lilatai Patil. Suchita Padalkar
Tai, present director of the school, spoke on Srijan
Anand School and Education at the Gurujan Hriday
Sammelan this year (2021). Srijan Anand School had
organized a book exhibition and children's cultural
program on the occasion. It was a very beautifully
planned one. We had some fine insghts on how to
develop children's abilities in the language department.
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'SRIJAN ANAND'S EXHIBITION
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In collaboration with Wipro Foundation, Khelghar,
Palakniti Parivar conducted a three-day training of
our teachers and cover team twice at Pune. At the
beginning of this, the Khelghar team trained them
on how we can contribute more for the
development of language, mathematics and life skills
of students. Apart from this, they all visited Team
Sevankur Project, Dnyandeep Project and gave a lot
of inputs to our project. iIt will definitely benefit us
in the long run.

WORKSHOP FOR SEVANKUR PROJECT TEAM

‘Maybhu Seva Yatra’ is organized by Shivam Pratishthan
Gharewadi with the tagline 'A fight with drought'. This
year, Maybhu Yatra was held at Salaiban in Buldhana
district. Rajendra Chowgule and Vinayak Mali took the
opportunity to do research during this four day trip and
ex[anded their experience horizon. During this round
trip, they got an opportunity to know better about
various organizations and about their work. They visited
Shantivan (Arvi, Beed), Sevashram and many other
institutions.

MAYBHU SEVA YATRA AND LEARNINGS

 Vidyoday Muktangan Parivar was ready to do the discussions at the government level to work with
the teachers at scale. Therefore, the Vidyoday team visited the Block education officer Kamat Saheb
this year and gave a brief of the work Vidyoday has been doing for the last three years. In the current
academic year, Vidyoday Muktangan Parivar will work closely with the teachers on introducing
activity based teaching methods. Such a proposal was handed over to the training officer.

VISIT TO BLOCK EDUCATION OFFICER



Tanuja Madholkar Tai, director of Mitwa
Foundation and advisor member of Vidyoday 
 gave various Project instruments for Dr.
Kalamyatri Science Mobile school. The project
will help students study Biology subject. She is
classmate of Samir Tendulkar, a well wisher of
'Movement of Noble work' (Changulpanaachi
Chalval). We thank Tanuja ji for their noble act
and contribution to Vidyoday' work.

GRANT MEETS

TANUJA TAI' S GIFT 
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Vijay Bhoje Sir, Zilla Parishad Member (Kolhapur)
inaugurated Dr. Kalam Vijnanyatri Mobile school.
The block Education Officer was also present on
this occasion. He also gave the school an amount of
five thousand rupees as a token of financial
support.

A GENEROUS HELP TO MOBILE SCHOOL

Dr. Bhushan Kale celebrated his daughter's
birthday with the children and parents of
Sevankur School in a noble way of keeping social
commitment. Dr. Kale Sir set a benchmark of
empathy by giving sweet meals for the daty at
both Abdul Lat and Shiradwad centers. Sevankur
Sugar School Children celebrated their beloved
daughter's birthday.

BIRTHDAY CELBRATION AT VIDYODAY

YOUNG IPS FROM HIMACHAL INAUGURATED SCIENCE MOBILE VAN

We are blessed to have Ms. Afroz, a young IPS
Officer, who loved the concept and mobile van
and wished a meaningful success to our journey
ahead. On this occasion, she inaugurated Science
Mobile Van.

Such blessings boosts our confidence from time
to time to do more experiments. We thank Ms.
Afroz and all our donors for supporting us.
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OUR DONORS AND WELL-WISHERS

OUR FINANCIAL BACKBONE - DONORS

Sharad sahkari karkhana - 10000
Shivaji Pawar - 25000
Suhas Patil - 1000
Sunil swami - 5000
Swarada Gavade - 1110
Tanuja Mudholkar - 4000
Tanvi bhutadiya - 6000
Teju M. - 2000
Veena Shreeram - 2000 
Vidula Swami - 11000
Vishal Bobade - 20000
Dr. Sudhir kumbhar - 7000
Dr.Ramchndra kumbhar - 5000
Dr.Ashok kumbhar - 5000
Swati kumbhar - 5000
Shantabai Kumbhar - 5000
Vishal kumbhar - 2000
Rajendra chougule - 2000
Giridhar Rajmane - 10000
Ankush patil - 3000
Swati Dhuri - 12000
Hemlata kumbhar - 12000
Sangita kumbhar - 3000
Abdul krim Rajekhan jamadar - 5000
Virbhadra Patil - 3000
Sudharshan patil - 3000
vardhaman Girmal - 3000
Vaibhav Mali - 3000
Varsha Ashok Mali  - 3000

Aanuja Borkar - 4000
Aarathi shenoy - 5000
Anil Yardi - 10000
Anup Gavankar - 50000
Ashish Bhide - 15000
Ashish Shide - 6000
Chandrashekhar Bendkhale - 5500 
Datta  Dhlape - 3000
Datta Shetakari S.S.Karkhana - 15000 
Dinesh Vaidya - 37891
Gangadhar Satvadhar - 13000
Gurudatt shugar LTD - 15000
Hemant Patskar - 1500
Jyoti karve - 2500
Madhav Lele - 22000
Madhuri Kulkrani - 12500
Manohar Gayakwad - 7000
Moreshwar lele - 9000
Mugdha Borkar - 12000
Narendra Phadake - 1000
Neeraj Jain - 10000
Onkar Harman - 1000
Paresh Manohar Jayashree - 2000
Pooja Samant - 4000
Pornima Dikshit - 32000
Prachi Pranjpe - 1000
Ravi Rathod - 1,14,000
Ravinrda Gurav - 12000
Rohit Chougule - 1000
Rotary club Heritage ,Pune - 30000 
Rotary club of Ichalkranji - 40000
Sagar Javale - 12000
Samir Tendulkar - 5000
sandhya Phadake - 5000
Sandip valivade - 1000
Satish Navathe - 12000

Many well wishers of Vidyodasy Muktangan Parivar donated in this financial year (2021-22). We
are adored by many of our well wishers and we take this opportunity to thank all of them from the
bottom of our hearts. Please forgive us if we missed on any one of donor's name. We are always
open for your suggestions and feedback.

V M P F  A n n u a l  R e p o r t ,  2 0 2 1 - 2 2



OUR DONORS AND WELL-WISHERS

OUR FINANCIAL BACKBONE - DONORS

Atul Joshi - 2700
Dipak Bhosale- 1000
Snehlata Shrikar- 1000
Puva Keskar - 1000
Adamvani - 1000
Ashish Agashe- 1000
Omkar Ghadge - 1000 
Omkar Harman - 2000
Snehlata Shirkar - 1000 
Nanda Raut - 1000
Amey Amshekar - 7000
Sunil Sawant - 1000
Snehlata Shikar - 1000
Muralidhar Rajmane - 1000
Chandrakant Pawar- 1000
Devida Rajmane - 1000
Hemant Pataskar - 1500
Atul Vaidya - 1200
Snehlata Shiradkar- 1000
Aarati - 3000
Prachi Paranjape- 1000
Kalpana Moghe - 2000
Dipti Atale- 2100
Pooja Samant - 4000
Pornima Dikshit - 32000
Prachi Paranjape - 1000
Ramchandra Kumbhar - 5000
Shankar S. - 12000
Paresh Jain - 2000
Rupali Sawant - 1000 
Nilesh Nimkar - 2000
Surendra Puranik - 2000
Dipa Demsarkar- 5000
Anant Dandekar- 2500
Aabaso Sathe 1000
Subhasha Koli- 2600

Many well wishers of Vidyodasy Muktangan Parivar donated in this financial year (2021-22). We
are adored by many of our well wishers and we take this opportunity to thank all of them from the
bottom of our hearts. Please forgive us if we missed on any one of donor's name. We are always
open for your suggestions and feedback.

V M P F  A n n u a l  R e p o r t ,  2 0 2 1 - 2 2
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MONITORING AND EVALUATION OF 
LITTLE KALAM SCIENCE PROJECT

Pre-evaluation Graph, Students of Class 7, Kanya Vidya Mandir, Shiradwad
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Post-evaluation Graph, Students of Class 7, Kanya Vidya Mandir, Shiradwad

 2 out of 10 sample students from Kanya Vidya Mandir, Abdullat (Class 6) acquired 2+ skills enhancement
during the course of the project.
 8 out of 10 sample students from Kanya Vidya Mandir, Abdullat (Class 6) acquired 1+/-1 or nil skillset
during the course of the project.
 6 out of 10 sample students from Kanya Vidya Mandir, Shiradwad (Class 7) acquired 2+ skills
enhancement during the course of the project.
 4 out of 10 sample students from Kanya Vidya Mandir, Shiradwad (Class 7) acquired 1+/-1 or nil skillset
during the course of the project.

Conclusion
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APPENDIX

OUR FINANCIAL BACKBONE - DONORS

Vidyoday Muktangan Parivar Foundation, 
Annual Audit Report 2021-22
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GRATITUDE !


